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Typically, LMS Satisfaction is Low
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NRC  LMS Satisfaction

How we did it!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the grabber Have done LMS selection and Implementation work with 13 of the 15 cabinet Level Departments and most of the Independents – see this dynamic frequently.
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The Challenge 

• Dramatic Increases in Nuclear Plant
Planning and Construction

• Dramatic Increase in Training Demand 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NRC – Regulates the Nuclear Industry – Recently the NRC faced new and challenging mission requirements caused by the dramatic increase in activity associated with new nuclear plant construction.  This required hiring record numbers of new employees and deploying new training programs, resulting in a 100% increase in NRC-provided annual training offerings. 



The Challenge
NRC has High 
Expectations for 
Employee Satisfaction

But Low Employee 
Satisfaction with the LMS
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• A Culture of High  
Expectations

– High Expectations for 
Employee Satisfaction

– Four years in a Row:  #1 
Place to work in Government 

The NRC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About the NRCThe U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is responsible for regulating domestic activities related to radiation protection and nuclear safety for nuclear facilities and for promoting the common defense and security related to uses of radioactive materials. The NRC also licenses the import and export of radioactive materials, participates in international nuclear activities, including multilateral and bilateral safety and security activities, and works closely with its international counterparts to enhance nuclear safety and security worldwide. For the last four years, the NRC was ranked by its employees as the number one place to work in governmentFor the last four years, the NRC was ranked by its employees as the number one place to work in government.  By way of background, all Federal agencies are required to annually survey their employees to measure employee satisfaction and agency performance using a standardized survey tool provided by the US Office of Personnel Management (OPM).  The NRC uses this information to identify and improve programs and processes that are important to employees, as well as to assess the effectiveness of its leadership and management practices.  Significantly, the NRC ranked highest in 12 of the 13 dimensions of organizational performance, including Training and Development.  Therefore, the expectations for service excellence for the Plateau LMS (which is referred to as iLearn) are extremely high.  This write up describes how the NRC met and exceeded these expectations with the launch of the LMS.
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The Indispensable Ingredient

• NRC Senior Management Demands High 
Performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Senior Managers had it in their Performance Plan specific targets of Customer Satisfaction



Customer Focus

7 Steps to Creating High Customer Focus 
1. Identify key customer groups
2. Determine most important Satisfiers
3. Listen to customer feedback
4. Build support for improvement efforts
5. Measure satisfaction results
6. Share results with customers 
7. Build consensus on priorities

7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identified key customer groups and most important LMS customer satisfiersThe NRC identified each of the key customer segments and established listening posts to obtain real time, practical feedback on LMS performance issues; Listened to Customer feedback, built support for improvement effortsThe NRC used focus groups with stakeholder groups to obtain feedback on the level of satisfaction with key processes and services.  Town Hall style meetings were held with senior executives in attendance to solicit feedback from employees to determine areas that require attention or improvement.  From this input, satisfaction surveys were developed and used to obtain accurate information about needed improvements on an ongoing basis.  Built strong relationships, established customer listening postsThe HR Training and Development Branch (HRTD) established close relationships with each of the training organizations throughout the NRC; representative personnel from each of the user groups were solicited for input; members from each customer group were invited to attend the improvement meetings held weekly.  Measured satisfaction results, shared results with customers Based on focus group feedback, the NRC confirmed and established the order of priority of improvement efforts.  Using correlation analysis, the NRC was able to determine which issues were the most robust against overall employee satisfaction and then addressed these in the order of priority.  The priority of improvement efforts were also confirmed with input from samplings of user groups.  On going, monthly surveys are taken of persons who used the LMS during the current month were used to track trends in satisfaction so that the LMS services could be continuously improved



ID Customers to Address what’s 
Important to Group 

• Address the Needs of 
Each Customer 
Group
– Each Has its own 

communication needs, 
and appeal of what is 
important
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End Users
SupervisorsTCs, Instructors 

Senior managers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of these groups has unique communication needs and the key is to address the WIIFM.  Senior managers, supervisors and end users use the LMS for different things, and therefore different things need to be communicated to each group.  



Listen to Customers

• Listening Posts
– Employee Town 

Hall
– Learning Council
– HC Council
– TC COP

• Surveys
– Face 2 Face
– Survey
– Phone
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LMS Key Improvements

• Improve help services!
– Hire experience LMS PM
– Engage Consultants with Deep LMS 

implementation experience
– Hire Best LMS Super Admin
– Develop Easy to Use On Line Job 

Aids 
– Automate Browser Checker

• Re-engineer LMS-related 
processes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Systematic Change Management, 
Communications

– Total Involvement of 
Stakeholders in 
Solution 

– Desktop Services
– Instructors, Training 

Centers
– Regional Offices
– Get the Hawthorne 

effect 
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See Communications Plan
http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att1_NRC_Comms_Pln.docx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communications and Change ManagementThe centerpiece of the improvement initiative was the NRC’s approach to Total Involvement of LMS stakeholders, which included representatives from IT security and network services, the NRC desk top services helpdesk, training centers, instructor representatives, training coordinators, each of the Regional Offices and other geographic locations.  A detailed communications plan was developed and implemented. (See attachment 1 at http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att1_NRC_Comms_Pln.docx).  The team used SharePoint, GoToMeeting and detailed progress reports to communicate on a detailed, practical level.  Significantly, the month before the LMS was rolled out, members of the implementation team visited each of the Regional and headquarters offices and demonstrated the new, repurposed capabilities provided in the upgraded version of Plateau, introduced the new service processes, and communicated how the LMS would be upgraded and improved at future intervals.  New lines of communication were continuously established.  

http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att1_NRC_Comms_Pln.docx�


Up Front Detailed Planning

• Detailed Project 
Plan

• Detailed Project 
Schedule

• Detailed Test 
Plan

– Assure Trouble 
Free Start Up
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See Actual Project, Schedule & Test Plans 
http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att2_NRC_ProjMgtPln.doc
http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att3_NRC_ProjSched.mpp
http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att4_NRC_TestPlan.xlsx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Detailed Up Front Planning The NRC involved each of the key stakeholder groups in the upfront planning and developed detailed implementation plans which explicitly identified each and every step by each stakeholder group that was needed to achieve success.  Each stakeholder group’s responsibilities were documented in detail in the implementation plans and implementation schedule (see attachments 2 at http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att2_NRC_ProjMgtPln.doc and attachment 3 at http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att3_NRC_ProjSched.mpp) which were then tracked weekly in progress meetings.  When activities fell behind schedule, the core project team escalated the issue to assure timely and thorough accomplishment.  The lessons learned from other agencies was incorporated into the detailed plan, and comprehensive test scripts, to assure trouble free start up, were developed and executed.  (See attachment 4 at http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att4_NRC_TestPlan.xlsx ).   Plateau personnel and the LMS implementation consultants were critical in the help they provided in sharing lessons from other implementations and improving the implementation plan.

http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att2_NRC_ProjMgtPln.doc�
http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att3_NRC_ProjSched.mpp�
http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att4_NRC_TestPlan.xlsx�


Sophisticated Measurement, Analysis and 
Continuous Improvement

• LMS Ease of Use
• On Going 

Communications, 
on-Line COPs

• Job Aids On Line  
https://ilearnnrc.plateau.com/content/
nrc/help_guide/index.html
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LMS Ease of Use The NRC simultaneously upgraded the LMS to version 5.8 service pack 5 while improving how the LMS was configured and “bolted” to the learning business processes and infrastructure of the NRC.  Many functions, such as the course catalog, the help features, the internal and external registration processes, the instructor processes, and other related processes were streamlined using a systematic, business process improvement methodology.  On-line indexed, easy to use job aids were developed and implemented for the functionality with which users had difficulty navigating or which were the subject of end user satisfaction. (Click here to see the Job Aid indexing and organization tool: https://ilearnnrc.plateau.com/content/nrc/help_guide/index.html.)  Job aids were also developed for system administrators and training coordinators, along with NRC LMS administrator training materials, and online NRC-specific LMS Administrator eLearning courses were developed and implemented for which the administrators had difficulty.  Periodic training classes were held for training coordinators to keep them abreast of new features and functions, to train new administrators, to obtain feedback from them on potential improvements, and to maintain open lines of communications with key, front line LMS workers.  Feedback on problem areas were then cataloged, analyzed for use in establishing future improvements.  Finally, helpdesk services were systematically implemented, including consistent job aids and scripts for help desk personnel to ensure they provide consistent, excellent service.  Satisfaction results were monitored to track, analyze and address helpdesk issues systematically.  LMS Trouble Free Start upEnd users, administrators and instructors experienced a completely trouble free start up of the LMS because, in addition to the systematic planning: (1) test scripts were developed and executed; (2) start up was carefully coordinated with the Office of Information Systems; (3) diagnostic tools were developed and implemented to test end user desk top configuration to assure trouble free operation, especially with the launching, tracking and recording of self paced courseware; (4) standards for eLearning course development were created and implemented, to assure conformance to sound Instructional System Design (ISD) standards, and to eliminate end users courseware issues; and (5) thorough, systematic training and communication was conducted with each of the different types of user groups. Operational ExcellenceIn order to help assure continued operational excellence, a detailed operations and communications plan was developed.  This plan served as the blueprint for putting in place a network of  persons committed to the success which has helped maximize the benefit and operational efficiency throughout the lifecycle of the LMS; the plan included detailed, actual emails, memos, flash demos and presentations, newsletter samples, and feedback surveys.  (See attachment 1 at http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att1_NRC_Comms_Pln.docx).  The following highlights some of the key aspects of the plan.  

https://ilearnnrc.plateau.com/content/nrc/help_guide/index.html�
https://ilearnnrc.plateau.com/content/nrc/help_guide/index.html�
https://ilearnnrc.plateau.com/content/nrc/help_guide/index.html�


Garner Leadership Commitment

• Build the Business 
Case
– Show ROI
– Demonstrate Impact 

on Employees
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NRC’s high level of commitment to the development of its employees was directly reflected in the level of commitment of the necessary resources to assure implementation excellence.  Often LMS implementations are attempted without adequate resources, which results in suboptimal implementations, high lost opportunity costs and wasted resources.  Instead, the NRC demonstrated a high level of commitment to the learning needs of employees as follows:  (1) NRC hired a leading LMS expert to assume the role of LMS Project Manager; (2) a dedicated LMS super administrator, expert in the Plateau LMS, was hired; (3) senior management was actively and visibly involved in the key details of the implementation, and promptly removed roadblocks as they occurred; (3) an expert eLearning courseware technologists was employed to resolve technical issues; (4) expert LMS implementation consultants were acquired who had specialized skills with LMS implementations, and communications and change management.  Senior leadership was then actively and visibly involved to reinforce the high level of commitment to excellence.  



LMS Satisfiers
– Improve the 

overall ease of 
navigating, 
finding and 
registering for 
courses 

– Improve  Help 
Services, LMS 
administrator 
services

– Resolve 
technical issues 
recording on-
line courses

– completion of 
on-line courses

– SF-182 15



Overview Talent Mgt System Industry 
Customer Satisfaction 
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This graph indicates that customer 
satisfaction is an issue with TMS 
vendors.  The biggest deciding 
factor determining overall 
satisfaction is how well the 
system is implemented. 
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NRC Improvement in Training 
Support Services

With KEA’s Help, NRC Achieved Excellent Improvements in 
Client Satisfaction

NRC Overall LMS Customer
Satisfaction Improvement Results

Satisfied Dissatisfied
Pre-

Improvement 
Initiative

57% 43
Post -

Improvement 
Initiative

88% 12%

See the Spreadsheet:  
http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att5_NRC_Corr_Cust_Sat.xlsx

http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att5_NRC_Corr_Cust_Sat.xlsx�
http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att5_NRC_Corr_Cust_Sat.xlsx�
http://173.10.172.179/NRCAward/Att5_NRC_Corr_Cust_Sat.xlsx�


iLearn Satisfaction Results
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Table 1 - iLearn Satisfaction Trend and R2 Analysis 

September 2010 iLearn Satisfaction  

  Overall 

Accuracy 
Course 

Completion 
Registration 
Experience 

Ease of 
Navigation 

External Train 
Process (SF-

182) 
Help 

Services 
Satisfaction 86% 89% 87% 82% 79% 2 74% 2 

Dissatisfaction 14% 11% 13% 18% 21% 26% 
Correlation (R2) 1 0.50 0.76 0.66 0.53 3 0.62 3 

       

November 2009 iLearn Satisfaction 

Satisfaction 58% 63% 66% 59% 58% 65% 
Dissatisfaction 42% 37% 34% 41% 42% 35% 

Correlation (R2) 1 0.42 0.70 0.69 0.50 0.52 
       

Change in iLearn Satisfaction Results (% Change)  

Satisfaction 47% 41% 31% 40% 36% 14% 
Dissatisfaction -65% 4 -70% -61% -56% -50% -26% 

Correlation (R2) 1 8% 6% -4% 3% 10% 
 



LMS Satisfaction Demographics
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iLearn Satisfaction by Organization
Overall iLearn  Satisfaction

(Lowest to Highest) 
Help Services iLearn Satisfaction 

(Lowest to Highest)

Location Satisfied Dissatisfied Location Satisfied Dissatisfied

OCM 
Commission

45% 55%
OCM 
Commission

29% 71%

NMSS 75% 25% Region I 76% 24%
FSME 79% 21% RES 77% 23%
RES 82% 18% NRO 79% 21%
Region I 84% 16% Region III 79% 21%
Region II 84% 16% NRR 81% 19%
OIS 87% 13% HR 82% 18%
NSIR 88% 13% NSIR 82% 18%
Region III 88% 12% ADM 84% 16%
NRR 89% 11% Region II 85% 15%
ADM 90% 10% NMSS 89% 11%
NRO 95% 5% FSME 89% 11%

OIS 90% 10%Region IV 95% 5%
HR 100% 0% Region IV 93% 7%
Notes:  The above results are considered statistically significant, even though the 
number of participants from each organization is relatively small.  The results for 
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Help Services

Course 
Complet

ion
Ease of 

Navigation

Course 
Registratio

n SF-182
StdDev 1.27 1.42 1.35 1.35 1.29
Average 3.74 3.72 3.51 3.75 3.52

Selected Score + x 2 2 2 2 2
Est Loss @ This Level pe   $72 $99 $40 $117 $144

 dance at a point: L(x) = k*(x-t)^2
where,  L(x) = k x t

k = 
loss 
coefficient Help Services $72 8 2 5

x =  measured value Record Complet $99 11 2 5
t =  target value Ease of Navigate $40 4 2 5

Course Registrat $117 13 2 5
SF-182 $144 16 2 5

Average Loss of a     k*(s^2 + (pm - t)^2)
where,

s = standard deviation of sample L s PM t Loss
pm =  process mean Help Services $26 1.27 3.74 5 $613,826

Total Loss = Avg. Loss * number of saRecord Complet $40 1.42 3.72 5 $964,867
Ease of Navigate $18 1.35 3.51 5 $431,211
Course Registrat $44 1.35 3.75 5 $1,056,120
SF-182 $62 1.29 3.52 5 $1,481,183

$4,547,207

 Loss Coefficient Calculation
 L(x) = k*(x-t)^2

Total Loss Calculation

Loss

Quality Loss Function November 2009

End User Satisfaction Results

LMS Improvement ROI 

http://elsmar.com/Taguchi.
html

http://elsmar.com/Taguchi.html�
http://elsmar.com/Taguchi.html�


LMS Upgrade Ops Cost Reduction & ROI 
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Help Services

Course 
Completi

on
Ease of 

Navigation

Course 
Registratio

n SF-182

Overall 
Savings

$1,091,912 

StdDev 1.24 1.16 1.22 1.09 1.30

FTE 
Hours 
Saved

13,156 

Average 4.37 4.77 4.36 4.60 4.08 ROI 118%
Selected Score (x) 2 2 2 2 2

Est Loss @ This Level per e  $72 $99 $40 $117 $144

Loss at a point: L(x) = k*(x-t)^2
where,  L(x) = k x t

k = loss coefficient Help Services $72 8 2 5
x =  measured value Record Completio $99 11 2 5
t =  target value Ease of Navigate $40 4 2 5

Course Registratio $117 13 2 5
SF-182 $144 16 2 5

Average Loss of a sa     k*(s^2 + (pm - t)^2)
where,

s = standard deviation of sample L s PM t Loss
pm =  process mean Help Services $16 1.24 4.37 5 $372,206

Total Loss = Avg. Loss * number of samRecord Completio $15 1.16 4.77 5 $367,371
Ease of Navigate $8 1.22 4.36 5 $202,427
Course Registratio $17 1.09 4.60 5 $418,477
SF-182 $41 1.30 4.08 5 $980,087

$2,340,568Loss

September Post-Improvement iLearn Satisfaction Results

 Loss Coefficient Calculation

Total Loss Calculation

Quality Loss Function September 2010

Cost Avoidance 

Cost to Upgrade to 5.8: 
$500,000



Estimated ROI for Additional Recommended 
Improvements 
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Help Services

Course 
Completi

on
Ease of 

Navigation

Course 
Registratio

n SF-182

Overall 
Savings

$1,091,912 

StdDev 1.24 1.16 1.22 1.09 1.30

FTE 
Hours 
Saved

12,132 

Average 4.37 4.77 4.36 4.60 4.08 ROI 155%
Selected Score (x) 2 2 2 2 2

Est Loss @ This Level p   $72 $99 $40 $117 $144

Loss at a point: L(x) = k*(x-t)^2
where,  L(x) = k x t

k = loss coefficient Help Services $72 8 2 5
x =  measured value Record Completio $99 11 2 5
t =  target value Ease of Navigate $40 4 2 5

Course Registratio $117 13 2 5
SF-182 $144 16 2 5

Average Loss of      k*(s^2 + (pm - t)^2)
where,

s = standard deviation of sample L s PM t Loss
pm =  process mean Help Services $16 0.87 4.81 5 $372,206

Total Loss = Avg. Loss * number of samRecord Completio $8 0.81 5.25 5 $190,213
Ease of Navigate $3 0.85 4.79 5 $82,191
Course Registratio $8 0.76 5.06 5 $182,130
SF-182 $18 0.91 4.48 5 $421,915

$1,248,656

Total Loss Calculation

Loss

Cost to Upgrade to 6.3: 

Cost Avoidance 

$427,500

September Post-Improvement iLearn Satisfaction Results

 Loss Coefficient Calculation

Quality Loss Function What If Analysis: Improve Sat 30%; Reduce SD 20%
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NRC HRTD Scorecard

Alignment Effectiveness Efficiency
Learning Benchmarks 

(Trend) 

Percentage of 
employees with IDPs 
or in a qualification 
program

Percentage of surveys 
showing unsatisfactory 
Kirkpatrick Level I 
results

Classroom utilization 
rate

Learning hours 
delivered per 
Workforce Learning & 
Performance staff 
member

Percentage of 
courses with formal 
learning objectives

Percentage of courses 
testing mastery by 
Kirkpatrick level II 
examination.

Percentage of training 
delivered via different 
modalities.

Training budget as a 
percentage of salaries 
(without benefits and 
taxes)

Percentage of 
learning objectives 
that cross-walk to 

competencies

Percentage of 
attendees passing 

examination

Percentage of courses 
evaluated biennially

Direct expenditure 
per employee

iLearn Satisfaction / 
Help desk 

Satisfaction

Percentage of 
attendees remediated 

to 100% mastery
Number of No Shows

Learning hours used 
per employee

Program 
Effectiveness - Total 

Impact & ROI for 
each LOB

Percentage of new 
supervisors completing 

curriculum within 2 
years

Percentage of seats 
filled

Government 
Benchmarks (Like the 

OPM Survey)

Percentage of recent 
users who have a 
satisfactory iLearn 

experience

Percentage of new 
supervisors completing 

curriculum within 1 
year

Learning hours 
received / learning 

hours provided

Employee 
Engagement

Scrap Learning

Percentage of NSPDP 
participants 

completing core 
i l  ithi  6 

Gartner Group 
Metrics/SLAs for help 

D k

Percent ILT vs OLT vs
Live Web



Develop State of the Art Dashboards

24
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LMS Satisfaction Paved the way for NRC 
Competency Management Program

• Readiness Assessment
– Technology Infrastructure
– Competency Documentation, 

Content 
– Governance, Organization
– Processes 
– Cultural readiness

• Competency Assessment
• Competency Development

– IT, Acquisition, Finance, HR, Security, HR, 
Leadership & Management, Mission Critical 
Occupations



Summary LMS Implementation Key 
Drivers

• Detailed Up Front Planning 
• Identify key customer groups and most 

important LMS customer satisfiers
• Build strong relationships with user 

groups, establish listening posts
• Communications and Change 

Management
• Leadership Commitment
• Measure, Analyze and Continuously 

Improve 26
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